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Alicia 
forgets to 
practice her 
solo for the 
concert.

Cause Effect/Cause Effect

The Drummer Boy of Shiloh
Short Story by Ray Bradbury

When there are 12 people on the team, and you’re not even a starter, 
you might think that staying for extra practice doesn’t matter.  But 
one good assist can make the difference between victory and defeat.  
In sports, as in many areas of life, every contribution counts.  You are 
about to read a short story in which a young drummer boy learns that 
even he can make a difference.

CHART IT Think of a situation in which one person’s contribution affects 
the outcome.  What would happen if that person didn’t do his or her 
part?  Create a cause-and-effect chain like the one shown.

Does every

count?
CONTRIBUTION

328

READING 6 Make inferences 
and draw conclusions about the 
elements of fiction. RC-8(D) Make 
complex inferences about text 
and use textual evidence to 
support understanding.
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Meet the Author

Complete the activities in your Reader/Writer Notebook.

 literary analysis: setting

The setting of a story is the time and place in which events 
occur.  Setting is particularly important in historical fiction, 
which features real places and events from the past and might 
also include characters based on real people.  To give readers 
a sense of the past, writers of historical fiction 

• refer to historically significant events
• recreate details and customs that help readers see, hear, and 

smell what life was like at a different time

As you read, notice the details Bradbury uses to capture a Civil 
War encampment the night before a battle.  Consider which of 
these details may have been customs of that time or place.

 reading skill: infer character’s motivations

In this story, a drummer boy’s chance conversation with his 
general profoundly affects the boy.  To understand the impact 
of this conversation, keep track of what the boy feels and 
his motivations, or the reasons for his feelings and actions.  
Sometimes the narrator will tell you these motivations 
outright.  More often, you will need to make inferences, or 
logical guesses based on story information and your own 
knowledge and experience.  As you read, use a chart to keep 
track of these inferences.

Details from 
the Story

What I Know from 
Experience

Inference

Review: Monitor

vocabulary in context

These words help Ray Bradbury convey what it was like to 
fight in the Civil War.  To see how many you know, match each 
numbered word or phrase with the word closest in meaning.

word 
list

askew muted solemn
legitimately resolute strew

1. muffled 3. to one side 5. determined
2. serious 4. lawfully 6. scatter

Ray Bradbury
born 1920
An Idea Man 
Fans often ask Ray Bradbury, “Where do you 
get your ideas?”  Bradbury says that he often 
wakes up with a great idea and immediately 
turns it into a story.  He has written nearly 
600 short stories—showing his fans that he’s 
not short on ideas.

More than a Science-Fiction Writer 
Because much of his work explores the 
effect of scientific development on human 
lives, Ray Bradbury is often called a science-
fiction writer; however, he doesn’t accept 
this label, and he actually avoids some of the 
most common technological conveniences.  
For example, Bradbury does not drive a 
car or own a computer.  In addition to 
science fiction, he’s written plays, mysteries, 
fantasies, realistic stories and novels, and 
various types of nonfiction—much of it on an 
old-fashioned typewriter.

background to the story

A “Deeply Felt” Story 
One morning over 40 years ago, Bradbury 
read in the paper about an actor whose 
great-grandfather was known as the 
drummer boy of Shiloh.  Struck by the phrase, 
Bradbury rushed to his typewriter and wrote 
the first draft of this story in one day.  Later, 
he researched the Civil War and revised the 
story to make it historically accurate.  He 
says it’s one of the most “deeply felt” stories 
he’s ever written.  The Battle of Shiloh, upon 
which this story is based, took place in April, 
1862, in southwestern Tennessee.  This major 
battle was the bloodiest yet seen in the U.S. 
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In the April night, more than once, blossoms fell from the orchard trees 
and lit with rustling taps on the drumskin. At midnight a peach stone left 

miraculously on a branch through winter, flicked by a bird, fell swift and 
unseen, struck once, like panic, which jerked the boy upright. In silence he 
listened to his own heart ruffle away, away, at last gone from his ears and back 
in his chest again.

After that, he turned the drum on its side, where its great lunar 1 face peered 
at him whenever he opened his eyes. a

His face, alert or at rest, was solemn. It was indeed a solemn time and a 
solemn night for a boy just turned fourteen in the peach field near the Owl 
Creek not far from the church at Shiloh.

“. . . thirty-one, thirty-two, thirty-three . . .”
Unable to see, he stopped counting.
Beyond the thirty-three familiar shadows, forty thousand men, exhausted 

by nervous expectation, unable to sleep for romantic dreams of battles yet 
unfought, lay crazily askew in their uniforms. A mile yet farther on, another 
army was strewn helter-skelter, turning slow, basting themselves with the 
thought of what they would do when the time came: a leap, a yell, a blind 
plunge their strategy, raw youth their protection and benediction.2

Now and again the boy heard a vast wind come up, that gently stirred 
the air. But he knew what it was, the army here, the army there, whispering 
to itself in the dark. Some men talking to others, others murmuring to 
themselves, and all so quiet it was like a natural element arisen from south or 
north with the motion of the earth toward dawn.

10

20

 1. lunar (lLPnEr): of or relating to the moon.
 2. benediction (bDnQG-dGkPshEn): a blessing.

a

 
INFER MOTIVES

Note the boy’s reaction 
when the peach pit 
strikes the drum.  Why 
do you think he reacted 
that way?

solemn (sJlPEm) adj. 
deeply serious

askew (E-skyLP) adj. 
to one side; awry

strew (strL) v. to spread 
here and there; scatter

The Musician, Dale Gallon. 
Courtesy of Gallon Historical Art, 

Gettysburg, Pennsylvania.

What can you infer 
about the age and 
experience level of this 
member of the Union 
Army?

Ray Bradbury

t h e

of
Drummer Boy

Shiloh

330 unit 3 : setting and mood  
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teenage boy asleep under tree, night, 

april in tennessee, peach orchard visible, 

possibly near a creek?

fine art
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What the men whispered the boy could only guess, and he guessed that it 
was: Me, I’m the one, I’m the one of all the rest won’t die. I’ll live through it. 
I’ll go home. The band will play. And I’ll be there to hear it.

Yes, thought the boy, that’s all very well for them, they can give as good as 
they get!

For with the careless bones of the young men harvested by night and 
bindled3 around campfires were the similarly strewn steel bones of their rifles, 
with bayonets4 fixed like eternal lightning lost in the orchard grass. b

Me, thought the boy, I got only a drum, two sticks to beat it, and no shield.
There wasn’t a man-boy on this ground tonight did not have a shield he cast, 

riveted or carved himself on his way to his first attack, compounded of remote 
but nonetheless firm and fiery family devotion, flag-blown patriotism and 
cocksure immortality strengthened by the touchstone5 of very real gunpowder, 
ramrod, minnieball and flint.6 But without these last the boy felt his family 
move yet farther off away in the dark, as if one of those great prairie-burning 

 3. bindled: fastened or wrapped by encircling, as with a belt.
 4. bayonets (bAQE-nDtsP): blades adapted to fit the muzzle end of a rifle; used in close combat.
 5. touchstone: a reference point against which other things are compared or measured.
 6. ramrod, minnieball, and flint: items used to fire a rifle.

b

 
SETTING

Reread lines 30–32.  
What details help you to 
imagine this particular 
time and place?

Letter from Home, Mort Künstler. © Mort Künstler, Inc. www.mkunstler.com.

Based on this image, 
what can you conclude 
about what life was like 
in a Civil War army camp?

332 unit 3 : setting and mood 
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trains had chanted them away never to return, leaving him with this drum 
which was worse than a toy in the game to be played tomorrow or some day 
much too soon. c

The boy turned on his side. A moth brushed his face, but it was peach 
blossom. A peach blossom flicked him, but it was a moth. Nothing stayed put. 
Nothing had a name. Nothing was as it once was.

If he lay very still, when the dawn came up and the soldiers put on their 
bravery with their caps, perhaps they might go away, the war with them, and 
not notice him lying small here, no more than a toy himself. d

“Well, by God, now,” said a voice.
The boy shut up his eyes, to hide inside himself, but it was too 

late. Someone, walking by in the night, stood over him. 
“Well,” said the voice quietly, “here’s a soldier crying before the fight. Good.  

Get it over. Won’t be time once it all starts.”
And the voice was about to move on when the boy, startled, touched the 

drum at his elbow. The man above, hearing this, stopped. The boy could feel 
his eyes, sense him slowly bending near. A hand must have come down out of 
the night, for there was a little rat-tat as the fingernails brushed and the man’s 
breath fanned his face.

“Why, it’s the drummer boy, isn’t it?”
The boy nodded, not knowing if his nod was seen. “Sir, is that you?” he said.
“I assume it is.” The man’s knees cracked as he bent still closer.
He smelled as all fathers should smell, of salt sweat, ginger to bacco, horse 

and boot leather, and the earth he walked upon. He had many eyes. No, not 
eyes, brass buttons that watched the boy. e

He could only be, and was, the General.
“What’s your name, boy?” he asked.
“Joby,” whispered the boy, starting to sit up.
“All right, Joby, don’t stir.” A hand pressed his chest gently, and the boy 

relaxed. “How long you been with us, Joby?”
“Three weeks, sir.”
“Run off from home or joined legitimately, boy?”
Silence.
“Damn-fool question,” said the General. “Do you shave yet, boy? Even more 

of a damn-fool. There’s your cheek, fell right off the tree overhead. And the 
others here not much older. Raw, raw, damn raw, the lot of you. You ready for 
tomorrow or the next day, Joby?”

“I think so, sir.”
“You want to cry some more, go on ahead. I did the same last night.”
“You, sir?”
“God’s truth. Thinking of everything ahead. Both sides figuring the other 

side will just give up, and soon, and the war done in weeks, and us all home. 
Well, that’s not how it’s going to be. And maybe that’s why I cried.”

legitimately 
(lE-jGtPE-mGt-lC) adv. 
lawfully

c

 
MONITOR

Reread lines 34–42.  
Do you understand 
what the man-boys’ 
shields represent?  If not, 
reread this paragraph 
slowly and refer to the 
footnotes.

d

 
INFER MOTIVES

What feelings is the 
boy experiencing?  Why 
might he feel this way? 
Include your answers in 
your chart, along with 
the clues that help you 
infer them.

e

 
SETTING

Reread lines 62–64.  
What do the descriptive 
details about the 
General suggest about 
how men lived in the 
1800s?
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“Yes, sir,” said Joby.
The General must have taken out a cigar now, for the dark was suddenly 

filled with the Indian smell of tobacco unlit as yet, but chewed as the man 
thought what next to say.

“It’s going to be a crazy time,” said the General. “Counting both sides, there’s 
a hundred thousand men, give or take a few thousand out there tonight, not 
one as can spit a sparrow off a tree, or knows a horse clod from a minnieball. 
Stand up, bare the breast, ask to be a target, thank them and sit down, that’s 
us, that’s them. We should turn tail and train four months, they should do the 
same. But here we are, taken with spring fever and thinking it blood lust, taking 
our sulphur with cannons instead of with molasses7 as it should be, going to 
be a hero, going to live forever. And I can see all of them over there nodding 
agreement, save the other way around. It’s wrong, boy, it’s wrong as a head put 
on hind side front and a man marching backward through life. It will be a 
double massacre if one of their itchy generals decides to picnic his lads on our 
grass. More innocents will get shot out of pure Cherokee enthusiasm than ever 
got shot before. Owl Creek was full of boys splashing around in the noonday sun 
just a few hours ago. I fear it will be full of boys again, just floating, at sundown 
tomorrow, not caring where the tide takes them.” f

The General stopped and made a little pile of winter leaves and twigs in 
the darkness, as if he might at any moment strike fire to them to see his way 
through the coming days when the sun might not show its face because of 
what was happening here and just beyond.

The boy watched the hand stirring the leaves and opened his lips to say 
something, but did not say it. The General heard the boy’s breath and spoke 
himself.

“Why am I telling you this? That’s what you wanted to ask, eh? Well, when 
you got a bunch of wild horses on a loose rein somewhere, somehow you got 
to bring order, rein them in. These lads, fresh out of the milkshed, don’t know 
what I know, and I can’t tell them: men actually die, in war. So each is his own 
army. I got to make one army of them. And for that, boy, I need you.”

“Me!” The boy’s lips barely twitched.
“Now, boy,” said the General quietly, “you are the heart of the army. Think 

of that. You’re the heart of the army. Listen, now.”
And, lying there, Joby listened.
And the General spoke on.
If he, Joby, beat slow tomorrow, the heart would beat slow in the men. They 

would lag by the wayside.8 They would drowse in the fields on their muskets.9

They would sleep forever, after that, in those same fields, their hearts slowed 
by a drummer boy and stopped by enemy lead.

 7. taking our sulphur with cannons instead of with molasses: sulphur was an ingredient in gunpowder 
that was used to fire cannons; at that time sulphur was also used as a tonic or medical treatment.  
Molasses is a thick, brown syrup, used to mask the unpleasant taste of medicines.

 8. lag by the wayside: fall behind.
 9. musket: shoulder gun with a long barrel.

SOCIAL STUDIES 

CONNECTION

The Battle of Shiloh took 
place near Shiloh Church, 
on the banks of Owl 
Creek.

f

 
SETTING

What do you learn 
about the Civil War from 
the General’s dialogue?

Language Coach
Metaphors Writers use 
metaphors to compare 
two things without 
using like or as.  When 
a metaphor continues 
for several lines or 
sentences, it is called an 
extended metaphor.  In 
your own words, explain 
the extended metaphor 
in lines 116–122.
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But if he beat a sure, steady, ever faster rhythm, then, then their knees  
would come up in a long line down over that hill, one knee after the other, like 
a wave on the ocean shore! Had he seen the ocean ever? Seen the waves rolling 
in like a well-ordered cavalry charge to the sand? Well, that was it, that’s what 
he wanted, that’s what was needed! Joby was his right hand and his left. He 
gave the orders, but Joby set the pace!

So bring the right knee up and the right foot out and the left knee up and 
the left foot out. One following the other in good time, in brisk time. Move 
the blood up the body and make the head proud and the spine stiff and the 
jaw resolute. Focus the eye and set the teeth, flare the nostrils and tighten the 
hands, put steel armor all over the men, for blood moving fast in them does 
indeed make men feel as if they’d put on steel. He must keep at it, at it! Long 
and steady, steady and long! Then, even though shot or torn, those wounds got 
in hot blood—in blood he’d helped stir—would feel less pain. If their blood 
was cold, it would be more than slaughter, it would be murderous nightmare 
and pain best not told and no one to guess. g

The General spoke and stopped, letting his breath slack off. Then, after a 
moment, he said, “So there you are, that’s it. Will you do that, boy? Do you 
know now you’re general of the army when the General’s left behind?”

The boy nodded mutely.
“You’ll run them through for me then, boy?”
“Yes, sir.”
“Good. And, God willing, many nights from tonight, many years from 

now, when you’re as old or far much older than me, when they ask you what 
you did in this awful time, you will tell them—one part humble and one part 
proud—‘I was the drummer boy at the battle of Owl Creek,’ or the Tennessee 
River, or maybe they’ll just name it after the church there. ‘I was the drummer 
boy at Shiloh.’ Good grief, that has a beat and sound to it fitting for Mr. 
Longfellow.10 ‘I was the drummer boy at Shiloh.’ Who will ever hear those 
words and not know you, boy, or what you thought this night, or what you’ll 
think tomorrow or the next day when we must get up on our legs and move! ”

The general stood up. “Well, then. God bless you, boy. Good night.”
“Good night, sir.” h

And, tobacco, brass, boot polish, salt sweat and leather, the man moved 
away through the grass.

Joby lay for a moment, staring but unable to see where the man had gone.
He swallowed. He wiped his eyes. He cleared his throat. He settled himself. 

Then, at last, very slowly and firmly, he turned the drum so that it faced up 
toward the sky.

He lay next to it, his arm around it, feeling the tremor, the touch, the muted
thunder as, all the rest of the April night in the year 1862, near the Tennessee 
River, not far from the Owl Creek, very close to the church named Shiloh, 
the peach blossoms fell on the drum. �

130

140

150

160

 10. Longfellow: Henry Wadsworth Longfellow (1807–1882), popular American author of “Paul Revere’s 
Ride” and The Song of Hiawatha.

resolute (rDzPE-lLtQ) adj. 
firm or determined

muted (myLPtGd) adj. 
muffled; softened

g

 
MONITOR

Reread lines 119–138.  
To make sure you 
understand it, 
summarize the General’s 
advice to Joby.

h

 
INFER MOTIVES

What can you tell 
about Joby’s feelings 
toward the General 
from the way he speaks 
and listens to him 
throughout the story?
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After Reading

Comprehension
 1. Recall At the beginning of the story, what does Joby guess that the men were 

whispering about? 

 2. Clarify What causes the General to stop and talk with Joby?

 3. Clarify According to the General, why was he telling Joby his thoughts 
about the war?

Literary Analysis
 4. Infer Character’s Motivations Review the chart in which you noted inferences 

about Joby’s feelings and motivations.  Share your inferences about Joby’s 
feelings and the reasons for them both before and after the General talks 
with him.  How does the General affect Joby?

 5. Examine Setting In a chart, jot down descriptive details of the story’s setting.  
Then decide which details reveal customs of the story’s time and place.

Descriptive Details Customs of Time and Place?

blossoms falling

 6. Recognize Relevance of Setting to Meaning One of the questions Bradbury 
explores in this story is “What makes a person brave?”  How does the setting 
Bradbury chose help him to explore this question?  What answer does he find?

 7. Evaluate Historical Fiction The information about the Civil War that is found 
in the story can also be found in numerous works of nonfiction.  Tell whether 
you think Bradbury’s use of historical fiction is an effective way to learn about 
the kinds of people who fought in the Civil War.  Support your opinion.

Extension and Challenge
 8. SOCIAL STUDIES CONNECTION Conduct some research about Johnny

Clem, a real drummer boy at the Battle of Shiloh, or about another hero 
or battle of the American Civil War.  Share your findings with your classmates.

Does every CONTRIBUTION count?
There was no clear winner in the Battle of Shiloh, and nearly 24,000 lives 
were lost.  Given this outcome, do you think the General still would have told 
Joby that his contribution mattered?  Discuss your answer in a small group.

336 unit 3: setting and mood

READING 6 Make inferences 
and draw conclusions about the 
elements of fiction. RC-8(D) Make 
complex inferences about text and 
use textual evidence to support 
understanding.
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Vocabulary in Context
 vocabulary practice

For each item, choose the word that differs most in meaning from 
the other words.

 1. (a) legally, (b) legitimately, (c) lawfully, (d) illegally
 2. (a) askew, (b) tidy, (c) crooked, (d) awry
 3. (a) softened, (b) muted, (c) harsh, (d) indistinct
 4. (a) scatter, (b) arrange, (c) jumble, (d) strew
 5. (a) bright, (b) heavy, (c) solemn, (d) glum
 6. (a) paralyzed, (b) strong, (c) persistent, (d) resolute 

academic vocabulary in writing

If you were the drummer boy, how would you describe the soldiers’ camp and 
the predominant mood there?  Write a one-paragraph journal entry using at 
least one Academic Vocabulary word in your entry.

vocabulary strategy: idioms

An idiom is an expression in which the meaning of the entire phrase is different 
from the meaning of the individual words in it.  For example, in the story, the 
General says that the marching soldiers would “lag by the wayside” if Joby beat 
his drum too slowly.  The General meant that the soldiers would fall behind.  
Today we use the phrase “fall by the wayside” to mean the same thing.
 You won’t be familiar with every idiom you encounter.  Sometimes analyzing 
the literal meaning of an idiom will help you infer its figurative meaning.  When 
that doesn’t work, use context clues.  Also, idioms appear in some dictionaries. 

PRACTICE First analyze each idiom for its literal and figurative meaning.  If 
necessary, use context clues to determine what each idiom means.

 1. My old computer finally bit the dust; it had been working poorly for weeks.
 2. Amanda wanted to continue arguing with her sister, but she decided to 

leave well enough alone.
 3. I’ve always been a good dancer, so learning the routine was a piece of cake.
 4. After signing up for four after-school activities, Max realized that he had  

bitten off more than he could chew.
 5. I’m bringing my umbrella, because it’s raining cats and dogs out there.
 6. Maria let the cat out of the bag and told Lamar about the surprise party.

• circumstance  • emerge  • predominant  • rely  • technology

Go to thinkcentral.com.
KEYWORD: HML8-337

Interactive
Vocabulary

askew

legitimately

muted

resolute

solemn

strew
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READING  2B Use context (within 
a sentence) to determine or clarify 
the meaning of unfamiliar or 
ambiguous words or words with 
novel meanings.
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